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Beauty Isn’t Everything in Your Downtown Plan Philip L. Walker, aicp

Each year dozens of communities across the
country embark on plans aimed at revitalizing their struggling downtowns. Civic leaders recognize the importance of their downtowns economically, socially,
and culturally, as well as the less tangible roles downtowns play, such as defining the community’s image and level of civic pride. Creating a downtown plan
means an investment of time, money, and effort. Despite this serious resource commitment, many downtown plans fail to achieve their ultimate goal of
revitalization. What causes this unfortunate yet common scenario? There are two reasons. The first is the plan focused too much on physical improvements
to the downtown and not enough on the economic and social realm. The other reason is the plan did indeed address the downtown holistically, but was not
implemented in that same holistic manner.
continued on page 2

Courtesy City of Charlevoix

Charlevoix, Michigan, is
a small town with a yearround bustling downtown.
A designated Great Places
in America, Charlevoix’s
East Park, pictured here,
combines a well-connected
downtown community
space used by residents and
visitors with the beauty of
Round Lake and nearby
Lake Michigan.

continued from page 1
For obvious reasons, the recommendations for physical improvements to the
downtown tend to receive the greatest attention and interest. They are tangible
and easily conveyed through graphics. Although expensive, physical improvements are also relatively straightforward and simple to implement—you design them and then you build them. Economic and market issues are equally
important for most downtowns, and may be far more important for many
communities. Yet the market issues are strongly intertwined with physical
planning, so they must be considered and planned in coordination. Countless
downtown organizations have learned the hard way that a singular focus on
physical enhancements is not the solution for long-term success. Robin Taffler,
the former Main Street manager for Murray, Kentucky, observed, “It’s not just
about pretty; it’s about a fundamental change in thinking. People get really
hung up on the streetscape end of things and seem to forget or ignore the importance of the rest. . . . I wish in Murray’s plan that we literally put ‘streetscape’
at the back of the document and the other issues up front to reinforce their
absolute importance.”

Two of the most important ingredients to a downtown’s success are a density
of people and diversity of uses. In tandem, those two characteristics lead to
dynamic places that will sustain themselves over time. Rather than competing
in beauty contests, the biggest challenge for most communities is developing
richly varied destinations that will attract a critical mass of people to live, work,
shop, and play in the downtown.
Countless downtowns have spent money on beautiful new streetscapes built
of the highest quality materials, only to continue seeing them flanked by
empty storefronts. Assuming that a vibrant and economically healthy downtown is the ultimate goal for most downtown plans, leaders and officials
must focus on the creation of destinations for both visitors and everyday
users. This principle is not based upon having one or two major attractions,
but rather a multitude of uses and activities, such as retail, services, and entertainment. Success requires hard work, yet the formula for success is not as
mysterious as many believe. It simply requires: 1) identifying the optimal mix

Unexpected Benefits of
Downtown Residents

. . . marketing downtown housing can
go beyond the usual suspects (young
people, retirees, etc.) to include those
. . . who work downtown and would like
to cut their commutes or who are otherwise drawn to living downtown because
of its amenities. According to Donovan
Rypkema (2005), downtown residents
typically spend three to four times as
much money downtown as do downtown employees. And Randall Gross . . .
reports that downtown residents, on an
annual basis, spend more on downtown
retail than do their downtown “destination shopper” counterparts, making them
clearly a prized retail market segment.
Philip Walker

—From Downtown Planning for Smaller
and Midsized Communities
by Philip L. Walker,
APA Planners Press, 2009.

In 2004, Gallatin, Tennessee, commissioned a downtown master plan to spur revitalization. While the streetscape
was redeveloped, a downtown library and farmers market were constructed, and several new businesses have
opened, a more dramatic turnaround might have been possible if the plan’s economic and market strategies had been
as vigorously pursued.

While an attractive and well-designed downtown is certainly an advantage, attractiveness is rarely the sole motivation for those drawn to it. How many people visit a downtown merely to enjoy its new sidewalks and landscaping? They
might come once after the streetscape project is completed and the ribbon is
cut, but the novelty will be short-lived unless there is more. Conversely, there
are numerous examples across the country of vibrant, prosperous downtowns
with dull, worn concrete sidewalks and sparse streetscape furnishings.
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of retail, offices, housing, institutions, and other uses; 2) developing a strategy for retaining, expanding, and recruiting uses consistent with that mix;
and 3) putting that strategy into action. Planners and officials must address
numerous details in implementing this approach, including: undertaking a
market analysis; producing marketing materials; adopting targeted financial
incentives; cultivating property owners, developers, and leasing agents; and
other similar measures. The primary goal of attracting more people to the
downtown—both temporary visitors and year-round inhabitants—should
never be overlooked.
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